
15.Pull the diagonal section of the seatbelt around the back of the 
SNUG 'N SAFE.

16.Thread the diagonal section of the seatbelt through the diagonal belt hook as 
17.indicated in 17.

SAFEWAY 

18 (A). Tighten the seatbelt by first pulling here ...
18 (B). and across towards you as indicated.

FINAL CHECKLIST

No matter how well the child restraint seat has been designed, ultimately your 
child's safety depends on you. Read this final checklist once you have fitted the 
SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE in your car.

- Have you correctly adjusted the harness to suit your baby and the clothing 
he/she is wearing?

- Have you correctly fitted the adult seatbelt around the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N 
SAFE?

- Have you removed all the slack from the adult seatbelt?

Ensure that the straps holding the SAFEWAY SNUG ‘N SAFE are tight.

Your SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE should now be secure.
Consult the final checklist that follows.

To remove the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE from your car simply unthread the 
seatbelt from the diagonal belt guide and unfasten the seatbelt.

SNUG 'N SAFE
CAR SAFETY SEAT

SNUG 'N SAFE

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

For babies up to 10kg

IMPORTANT NOTES

REMINDER

WARNING

Ensure - that you follow the fitting instructions carefully.
Ensure - that you store these instructions in a safe place for future reference.
Ensure - for maximum safety that you keep your baby in the harness while 

he/she is in the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE.
Ensure - that the rigid items or plastic parts are so located and installed so 

they are not liable, during everyday use of the vehicle to become 
trapped by a movable seat or in the door of the vehicle.

Ensure - to position the lightest passenger on the seat behind the SAFEWAY 
SNUG 'N SAFE if there are no seat belts available in the car. In the 
case of an accident a heavier passenger could cause more 
damage/injuries to your child than a lighter one.

Ensure - that you keep the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE in a safe place when 
not in use.

Ensure - that any luggage or other objects liable to cause injuries in the event 
of a collision are properly secured.

Do Not - place any heavy objects on the top of the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE. 
By doing this you could damage the way in which it functions.

Do Not - use any objects such as a cushion or pillow to raise the SAFEWAY 
SNUG 'N SAFE off the car seat, as in the event of an accident the 
SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE and the car seat belts would not be able 
to protect your child as they should.

Do Not - leave children unattended in your car even for a short period of time.
Do Not - allow people to play or tamper with the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE.
Do Not - leave the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE on a table or workbench when 

used in the home.
Do Not - make any alterations or additions to the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE 

without the approval of the manufacturer or competent authority.
Do Not - use the SAFEWAY SNUG ‘N SAFE without the cover.
Do Not - replace the seat cover with any other than the one recommended by 

the manuafacturer, as it constitutes an integral part of the restraints 
performance.

The interior of a vehicle can become very hot when standing in direct sunlight. It     
is recommended to cover or remove the SAFEWAY Snug ‘n Safe from the 
vehicle to prevent it from becoming to hot and burning your baby.

In the event of an accident, please replace the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE 
and vehicle seatbelts. Although they may seem to be undamaged if you 
were to have an accident the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE and the vehicle 
seatbelts might not be able to protect your child as they were designed to.

The SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE is only suitable for use in listed vehicles 
fitted with a 3-point static/retractor safety belt, approved to UN/ECE 
regulation No.16 or equivalent standard, that comply with SABS 1080.

Do not use the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE in the passenger seat if it is 
equipped with an airbag.

Misuse of the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE could influence the safety of your 
baby.

SAFEWAY products are distributed by :

Unimark Distributors (Pty) Ltd.
P.O. Box 912-1095
Silverton
0127

Tel : +27 12 804-1793 Fax : +27 12 804-1795   

E-mail : info@safewaybabies.co.za
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HOW TO CLEAN THE SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE AND THE COVER

All the parts of the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE can be cleaned with mild cleaning 
agents.

The cover can be washed in luke warm water with a mild detergent. Do not 
tumble dry or use any solvents.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

FASTENING THE BUCKLE

The SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE can only be used in a rearward facing position 
i.e. your baby must face the rear of the car. Please use the approved adult lap 
and diagonal seatbelt installed in the car.

1. Join buckle tongues attached to shoulder straps together to form a unit.
2. Fasten the buckle making sure that you hear a prominent click.

UNFASTENING THE BUCKLE

3. Press the red release button on the buckle.
4. The buckle body and shoulder strap tongues will then unfasten.

REMINDER : In the event of an emergency, the buckle has been designed to 
meet the recognized standard for quick release. IT IS NOT CHILD PROOF. 
Children should be taught not to play with the buckle.

HANDLE POSITIONS

The 
three convenient positions.

A - Carrying position
B - Stowaway position for convenience
C -Stable and car position

To adjust positions, push and hold both 
recline buttons all the way down. Adjust 
handle to required position.

SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE has 

ROCKING AND STABLE POSITIONS

To stabilize, swing the stabilizer arm from 
underneath and lock into position.

To rock, swing stabilizer arm under the 
SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE and lock into 
position.

WHEN THE SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE 
IS NOT USED AS A ROCKER, ALWAYS 
ENGAGE THE STABILIZER ARM AS 
SHOWN.

SHOULDER STRAP ADJUSTMENT

5. Press and hold down the harness adjustor tab.
6. Pull both shoulder straps forward.
7. Place your baby in the seat and fasten the harness.
8. Gently pull the adjustor strap, making sure that the harness is comfortable but 

firm around your baby.

REMINDER

It is important for your baby's safety that the harness is properly adjusted 
at all times. For safety and comfort ensure that the shoulder straps are 
threaded through the slots nearest to the top of your baby's shoulders. If 
necessary, adjust each shoulder strap as shown.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE HARNESS STRAPS NOT BE TWISTED AND 
THAT THEY ARE ADJUSTED TO YOUR BABIES BODY.

HARNESS FITTING AND ADJUSTMENT

9.  Unfasten the buckle and take your baby out. Pull the shoulder straps back as                         
far as they will go.

10.Ease the shoulder straps through the slots in the cover and the plastic shell 
until free.

11.Pass the shoulder strap back through the required slot in the plastic shell and 
cover.

12.Pull the shoulder strap forward ensuring that it is not twisted. Refer to 
SHOULDER STRAP ADJUSTMENT for adjusting the harness.

FITTING THE SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE IN YOUR CAR

The SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE can only be used in a rearward facing position. 
Your baby must face the rear of the car. Please use the approved lap and 
diagonal seatbelt in the car.

13.Place your SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE in the desired seat facing the rear of 
the car.

14.Fasten the seatbelt across the SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE. The lap section of 
the seatbelt must go through the lap belt hook guides on both sides of the 
SAFEWAY SNUG 'N SAFE.
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